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As many of you know, I was raised on a small farm in Sandwich, 

Illinois, a town with 5,500 residents, located in an area rated by the 

Chicago Tribune as the 10th highest growing area in the nation 

(according to percentage). At the time I lived in Sandwich, I was 

surrounded by farmland in every direction (now, the house in which I 

formerly lived is occupied by the Farmer’s State Bank of Somonauk and 

surrounded by other area businesses). 

On this farm, my father loved to dabble with raising all kinds of trees 

and animals. We also maintained a garden with vegetation that had no 

business growing in Illinois (like grapes and figs and so on). My father 

did not like to disturb much of the greenery that grew on our land – he 

was not big into pesticides and despised the crop-dusting planes that 

flew low above our house during the planting season. I remember how 
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my mother used to give my father a hard time about pulling weeds and 

cleaning up the landscaping, but my father had his own ideas about 

caring for the property. In my recollection, my father grew about 300 

trees on a farm with very little space, from oak and pine to plum and 

apple varieties. We also raised sheep, ducks, chickens, two dogs named 

Pepper and Lucky, and other animals common to the farm life. 

Around 1980, we received a visitor on our property, who took 

umbrage to the way my father managed his farm. The visitor came in 

the form of a state law enforcement employee who used to park in my 

father’s driveway at night in order to protect the streets from those who 

used to frequent a nearby tavern called, “The Hogger” (the name speaks 

for itself). 

One afternoon, the policeman informed my father that he was 

breaking the law in the most severe way by allowing marijuana to grow 

on our lot. It happens that in the early 1900s, marijuana was commonly 

grown by the farmers in the area because in its natural form, marijuana 

or hemp was used by the government to produce rope, which was in 
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great need at the time. When the United States condemned the use of 

marijuana in the 1930s, the farmers were forbidden to grow it, but here 

and there the cannabis grew wild in the DeKalb County area where my 

family happened to live. 

My father, not wanting to disturb nature and not knowing that the 

hemp was cultivating wild on our farm, inadvertently allowed 

marijuana to grow on the corral fence that looked like weeds that my 

father simply chose not to pull (he should have listened to my mother’s 

warnings). When we realized what we had allowed to happen, it also 

dawned on us why complete strangers would suddenly appear on our 

property at night without warning. That weekend, my father and I 

pulled all the wild hemp from the property, bundled it up into a huge 

pile and burned the marijuana for all to see. That day was the best day of my 

life (if you know what I mean… just kidding).  

The metaphor for today’s readings, as it has been for the last few 

weeks, has focused once again on an agricultural theme. Two weeks 

ago, we paid attention to the workers in the vineyard who were paid the 
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same wage, regardless of the amount of time they worked. Two weeks 

ago, the image was likened to the two sons in the vineyard, the one who 

ultimately listened to his father and the second who did not. 

Today’s two agricultural readings, one from the Prophet Isaiah and 

the other from St. Matthew, are quite graphic and radical, stories about 

farmers who decided to abandon to direction that their master set forth 

and taking matters into their own hands. In our first reading from 

Isaiah, the author laments about this carefully planted garden, which 

symbolizes the chosen people’s desire to plant their garden according to 

humanity’s way rather than God’s way. The wild grapes in Isaiah 

represent the result that takes place when humanity does not follow 

God. The wild grapes symbolize the fallen state of grace that the chosen 

people encountered around 586 B.C. when, after abandoning Yahweh’s 

direction for so many years, the chosen people were cast from their 

chosen land, only to wander in the wilderness for some 50 years before 

they were allowed to return. 
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In our gospel reading, we focus on a chosen people who worked the 

land for their master as well. The chosen people were given a living and 

they were given the master’s protection and love. During the time of 

harvest, the chosen people chose to hoard the land’s produce rather than 

follow the master’s direction. When the master’s son was killed by the 

chosen people, a prophecy that came to fruition when the Father’s Son 

was sacrificed on the cross, the same fate that befell the chosen ones of 

the Old Testament was relived again some 600 years later. 

The fact is, this pattern of abandoning the direction of God plays 

itself out over and over through the course of history. Instead of 

listening to God, many in the human race often turn to their own desires 

and beliefs and rationalize those beliefs as true teaching. The first 

example of such disobedience took place in the Garden of Eden with the 

story of Adam and Eve. We have just read a story from Isaiah that 

symbolizes the results of the chosen people’s disobedience from the 5th 

Century B.C. After Christ’s death, the heresies de jour took the form of 

Gnosticism and Arianism, claiming the only a chosen few held the key 
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to God’s knowledge and that, at a moment in the world of existence, 

that the Son of God did not exist. Another glaring example of 

humanity’s desire to “go it alone” took place during the time of St. 

Augustine in the 500s when a man named Pelagius claimed that the 

human being could achieve salvation without God’s help. And today, 

we are confronted by those who rationalize their own personal beliefs as 

the real truth, reflected in the teachings of Modernism, Post-Modernism, 

and something to which Pope Benedict XVI refers as “Radical 

Relativism.” All these false teachings are symbolized by the gardener 

who follows his own plan rather than the master’s plan. All these false 

teachings lead to the way of destruction. 

The fact is, God is trying to lead us back to the Garden of Eden.  God 

has given us the blueprint for growing the garden. The question is 

whether we wish to follow God’s plan and find the Garden of Eden 

which we call heaven or follow our own plan and, in the end, live of 

wild grapes in a corrupt world that ultimately falls apart. The question 

is whether we choose today to follow the teachings of the Church and 
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follow the Father’s Son and the teachers the Son sets forth or whether 

we choose to follow the path of the workers in today’s gospel and treat 

this Son in a manner that will ultimately be treated unto us by the 

master of the harvest if we are not careful. 

May we heed the warnings that the Father’s Son has given to us. May 

we follow the blueprint for salvation that our teachers have given to us. 

For when we follow the master’s plan for salvation, the fruits that result 

from such a harvest shall sustain us for the rest of our existence. This is 

our prayer. 


